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Correcting for Range Restriction When
the Population Variance is Unknown
Ralph A. Alexander, George M. Alliger, and Paul J. Hanges
The University of Akron

Correction of correlations diminished by range re-
striction is a commonly suggested psychometric tech-
nique. Such corrections may be appropriate in applied
settings, such as educational or personnel selection, or
in more theoretical applications, such as meta-analy-
sis. However, an important limitation on the practice
of range restriction corrections exists&mdash;an estimate of
the unrestricted population variance is required. This
article outlines and examines the accuracy of a method
for estimating the unrestricted variance of a variable

from the restricted sample itself. This method is based
on the observation that it is possible to table a func-
tion of the truncated normal distribution that will al-
low the extent or point of truncation to be estimated
(Cohen, 1959). The correlation of the truncated varia-
ble with other variables may then be corrected by
standard restriction of range formulas. The method
also allows for correction of the mean of the restricted
variable.

Since the introduction by Thomdike (1947) &reg;f P~~.rs&reg;n9s selection formulas into psychometric theory
and practice, the phenomenon of correlations reduced by range restriction has received a considerable
amount of attention (e.g., Alexander, Barrett, Alliger, & Carson, 1984; Alexander, Carson, Alliger, &
Barrett, 1984; Brewer & Hills, 1969; Greener & Osbum, 1979; Gross, 1982; Gross & Fleischman, 1983;
Linn, 1968). It has been determined that corrected correlations are less biased than the uncorrected

estimates over a wide range of assumption violations (Linn, 1983), and application of correction formula
is now recognized professional practice (American Psychological Association, 1980).

Of the three cases of range restriction examined by Thorndike (1947), Case 2 is addressed here,
which assumes knowledge of the unrestricted variance in the restricted, or truncated, variable. Both Case
1 and Case 2 deal with direct restriction on the predictor or criterion, but Thomdike (1949) regarded
Case 2 as far more common of the two in actual practice. Case 3 addresses indirect restriction of range
and is beyond the scope of this paper.

The Case 2 formula requires that the unrestricted variance of a variable be known in order to correct
for restriction on that variable. If the unrestricted predictor variance is not observed, some estimate of it
must be obtained. Often, for example, a test may be used for selection but no data are available on the
variance in the unrestricted population. Also, it is commonly the case that summary data sets include
only information on the selected sample(s). As a result, the researcher who wishes to correct for range
restriction, whether for a single study or as part of a meta-analysis, must estimate the unrestricted variance
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on the selector test. Usually such estimates are obtained from a review of literature relevant to the predictor
test (e.g., from published normative data on the test).

This article presents a method for obtaining unrestricted estimates of univariate variances that have
been reduced by direct truncation, assuming only a normal distribution in the untruncated sample. These
estimates may then be used in the standard Case 2 range restriction correction formula. The method

consists of using a simple tabled function that estimates the degree of the truncation occurring in a sample.
Once the degree of truncation has been estimated, other characteristics of the sample such as the variance
and mean can be estimated.

Method

Cohen (1959) proposed the ratio SD’/(~ - ~~)z, the sample variance over the squared difference
between the sample mean and point of truncation. This ratio is useful because a normal distribution,
truncated at X,, will have a unique value of SI~2/(~ - X~)2. Although other functions of the standard score
formula would also give a unique value for each degree of truncation, Cohen’s ratio has the advantage
of ease of calculation from the sample data. Two normal functions, the standard deviation in standardized
form in a truncated distribution and the z-score representing the truncation point, are tabled directly against
Cohen’s ratio (see Table 1). These tabled values can then easily be used’to correct means, standard
deviations, and correlations.

The sample of interest is assumed to be a random sample from a normal population truncated at
some unknown point. Cohen’s ratio is calculated from the sample mean and standard deviation (X, SD)
and the lowest observed variate-value (X,). (In this discussion, truncation is assumed to occur at the lower
end of the distribution. If truncation has occurred at the upper end of a distributi&reg;n, the method described
is the same except that X, is taken as the highest observed sample value and the algebraic sign of the z-
score of Table 1 is reversed.) Once Cohen’ ratio has been calculated, the closest tabled value (Table 1)
is located. The corresponding z-cut, that is, the z-score identifying the point of truncation, and the standard
deviation in a normal distribution truncated at that point may then be obtained from Table 1. Since the

standard deviation in Table 1 is the standardized value of the standard deviation after truncation (with a
nontruncated value of 1.0), that tabled value also represents the proportional reduction in the standard
deviation due to range restriction. The observed sample standard deviation may be corrected by:

where Slybs is the observed standard deviation in a restricted sample, and SD~ is the tabled restricted
normal standard deviation. In effect, Equation 1 increases SD~s proportionately to the amount of truncation
estimated by Cohen’s ratio.

The corrected mean may also then be estimated by:

where X, is the observed truncation point, that is, the lowest observed value of the truncated variable.
The value z in Equation 2 is the truncation point in standard score form as obtained from Table 1, and
SD is the corrected standard deviation obtained from Equation 1. These formulas are identical in result

to Cohen’s formulas but more easily used.
For correcting correlations when the predictor has been truncated, it is, of course, SI3 obtained from

Equation 1 that is pertinent. Using the corrected standard deviation, Thomdike’ Case 2 formula becomes:
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Table 1
Cohen’s Ratio and Correspondi.ng Retricted Standard Deviation of

z Score for Truncation Point

where r is the observed correlation,
SD.,, is the observed standard deviation, and

SD is the corrected standard deviation from Equation 1 e
In order to test the performance of Equation 3 when using estimates of corrected standard deviations

according to the method suggested above, both computer simulations and the examination of real data
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sets were employed. Using the International Mathematical and Statistical Library (I~ISL, 1979), simu-
lations were carried out in the following manner. Bivariate normal data sets consisting of 5,000 samples
of ~t = 30 and 60 and 2,000 samples of n = 100 were generated for p = .2, .4, .6, and .8 and truncation
points of z = - 2, - 1.5, - 1, - .5, 0, + .5, and + 1. For each simulated sample, the observed reduced
mean, standard deviation, and lowest observed value in the truncated variable and the reduced correlation
between variables were found. The corrected values of these parameters were then calculated using the
above formulas, and the accuracy of the results was noted.

A similar examination was carried out on two large sets of real data. A sample of I,235 cases
consisting of ACT scores and first-year college grade point averages (GPA) and a sample of 675 cases
of ACT scores and scores on a computer aptitude test were used. Each sample was truncated at 0 (i.e.
at the mean), - 1 and - 2 standard deviations, and the observed and corrected standard deviations, means,
and correlations were found.

Results

Results from the simulation are summarized in Table 2. Shown in Table 2 are the mean observed

and corrected correlations for different p and points of truncation. Since the results were not affected by
n, Table 2 is based on simulations of n = 60. Note that even though the unrestricted variance is an

estimate using Table 1 and Equations 1 ~nd 3, in every case the corrected correlation is closer to the
original value than is the uncorrected value except for the most minimal cut ( - 2.0 SD). The corrected
correlations are overestimates except for fairly severe truncation (+ 1.0 SD), but the overestimation is
never greater than .02.

In addition to the accuracy of the method in recapturing the unrestricted correlation, the variance in
the corrected values is also of interest. Table 3 presents (from the simulations) the standard deviation of
the restricted uncorrected correlations, the sample coefficients corrected by the usual Thomdike method
when the unrestricted population variance is assumed known, and those corrected by the method presented
in this article when the variance in the restricted variable is estimated from the sample data.

Inspection of Table 3 shows that the standard deviations of the corrected rs are generally larger than
those for restricted but uncorrected coefficients. Further, corrected coefficients using the method of this
article have larger variance than those corrected under the usual method. This is to be expected, since
under the present method an additional parameter (the unrestricted variance) is being estimated from

Table 2

Computer Simulation Results: > Comparison of Mean Observed and d
Corrected Correlations for Differing p and Truncation Point

Note. Corrected values are in parentheses. Data based on
%T-size of 60 with 5,000 ~terationsm
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sample data. The results in Table 3 also show, however, that the difference in variance between the two
correction methods is sufficiently small that restricted correlations corrected by this method will not have
unacceptable wide confidence intervals relative to the usual correction method.

Table 4 contains the results for the correction formulas on the two sample data sets. For Sample t ,
the unrestricted correlation between ACT and GPA is .53. Correcting the restricted correlations results
in an overcorrection under slight truncation ( - 2 SD) and an undercorrection under more stringent trun-
cation. For Sample 2, the unrestricted correlation between ACT and computer aptitude scores is .62.

Corrected correlations overestimate under each degree of truncation. Overcorrections in both samples
range from .03 to .16 (Sample 2, truncation at the mean). Although these corrections are not perfectly
accurate, it should be noted that, for both studies, they diverge from corrections using actual knowledge
of the unrestricted variance by &reg;nly -~- .04.

Discussion

The results of both the simulations and the examination of the real data sets indicate that correction

for correlations when the actual unrestricted variance is unknown may be useful. The accuracy of correction

does not appear to be different than that which others have noted on actual truncated data, using known
unrestricted variance (Lee, Miller, & Graham, 1982). Reporting of such corrected correlations should be
done cautiously, and reporting the uncorrected correlations along with the corrected values is good practice
whenever such corrections are used. In any case, it can be said that the corrections are likely to be more
accurate than the uncorrected values.

Several avenues of further research would be useful. These include an examination of the way in

which violations of normality and linearity affect correction of correlations using an estimate of the
unrestricted variance as outlined in this paper. Application of this correction method to additional real
data would also appear useful in order to further gauge the degree to which confidence can be placed in
this method. Beyond this, it should be noted that very often restriction of range is something other than
strict tr~ancati&reg;~9 in personnel selection, for example, some applicants above the cutoff score may be
rejected and some below accepted. The performance of this correction method under such incomplete
truncation is also unknown and might profitably be examined.

Table 4 
_

Comparison of Observed and Corrected Values of X, SD, and r for

Varying Degrees of Truncat i o~ for Two Student Samples-

Note. Corrected values are in parentheses.
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